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1 Executive Summary IT sourcing best practices provides guidance to IT managers in planning and managing IT sourcing activities. The best practices covers the sourcing models applied currently for sourcing in IT taking into account local needs and requirements. Sourcing is to get something such as service or product from a provider. Outsourcing is to get something from an outside provider, while In-sourcing is to get something internally, from an inside provider. Everything in an enterprise can be outsourced except the core business processes. The reason for sourcing is to gain a competitive advantage in an accelerating business world. Some of these drivers are: • Meeting a business need in term of time, cost, efficiency and effectiveness •



Change business or organization



•



Change service provider



•



Have access to technology or expertise that are not available internally



•



Minimize risk by transferring or sharing



•



Improve focus on the core business



•



Improve cost control



Sourcing can be done in many different ways some of them are Traditional, Co-sourcing, Multisourcing, Alliance, Joint venture and In-sourcing. Selecting which way to source depends on the situation, goals and objectives behind the decision. There are two parts associated with the sourcing model and they are Ongoing Sourcing Management and Sourcing Life Cycle. These two are essential in planning and monitoring how the sourcing process is handled. The Ongoing Sourcing Management and Sourcing Life Cycle address everything from analyzing the sourcing project to completion. Some of the best practices that made the sourcing process a success are: • Implement a sourcing model and source governance •



Build a business-aligned sourcing strategy



•



Choose the right service provider



•



Build a strong, accurate and valuable contract



•



Establish long-term relationships with service providers that is build on trust and confidence



•



Manage organizational change



•



Ensure skills



•



Manage sourcing risks



•



Manage change of sourcing environment



•



Measure and evaluate performance
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2 Introduction This document focuses on best practices for managing sourcing relationships and projects in IT departments. It guides the IT managers through the recommended sourcing process. This is a living document, and it will be further developed and regularly reviewed to ensure that it continues to provide the latest and the best practices used in managing IT projects within the government organization.



2.1 Purpose The purpose of this document is to provide guidance for IT managers in planning and managing sourcing relationships and projects, it also clarifies the sourcing concepts and the sourcing models applied currently for sourcing in IT. It also takes into consideration the government experience and the laws and regulations in KSA. The main audiences for this document are the IT managers of the IT departments in the government. However, the sourcing approach described in this document is not limited to the IT domain. By contrary, the approach described can and should be used across the organization for other sourcing areas; for example facility management or HR services.



2.2 Document Structure The structure of this document addresses the intention of the reader. It contains the following sections: 1. Overview: This section describes the sourcing concept and types. It also introduces the need for sourcing, what can be outsourced and its drivers. 2. Sourcing Processes: This section describes on a high level the recommended processes for IT sourcing in the government. 3. Best Practices and Success Factors: This section describes the best practices of IT sourcing and the main success factors.



2.3 Referenced Documents The documents listed below have been used as a reference material to the subject of managing IT projects, they also provide details on their designated subjects: 1. Guide to the Documents of IT Best Practices 2. Glossary of Terms for the IT Best Practices 3. Best Practices of IT Strategic Planning 4. Best Practices of IT Procurement 5. Best Practices of IT Budgeting
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3 Overview of Sourcing 3.1 The Sourcing Concept Sourcing means getting something (service or product) from a provider. The key term in this definition is the provider and it is the provider relationship that differentiates the sourcing types. For example, Outsourcing is getting something from an outside provider, while In-sourcing is getting something internally, from an inside provider (although treated as an external provider). As the awareness of the outsourcing increased, many organizations realized that there are other areas within the organization that can and should be considered for the outsourcing decision, like services and business processes. And whereas an outsourcing decisions were previously driven mainly by cost, today’s sourcing decisions often have strategic importance and are driven by the objective of supplying business competitiveness for the entire organization.



3.2 Important terms The variation of what is being outsourced, and to whom it is being outsourced to, creates different sourcing options. Outsourcing is simply one option out of many sourcing models, these models are explained in the subsequent section (section 3.5 Types of Sourcing Relationship). The following diagram represents important concepts regarding outsourcing and how they are related to each other:



Figure 1 - Sourcing Concepts and Terms



An Outsourcing decision is the decision of contracting with an external provider to execute a project or a continuous service. It is important to recognize that the outsourced work is usually done internally to begin with, but it is being outsourced as a strategic
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing direction and not as the only option available. This decision has strategic character and could be described as Level 1. Outsourcing is the whole process of obtaining a service/product. It comes as the next step of an outsourcing decision. This process includes setting up internal processes and organization to manage the outsourcing and has tactical character. It could be described as Level 2. Read more about activities to set up sourcing management in section 4.3 Ongoing sourcing management. Procurement is the process of contracting and executing the contract. The outsourcing may contain more than one procurement instance. Contracting is the creation of binding agreements that are enforced by law. They guarantee rights of each party and they formalize their obligations towards the contract objectives. Each procurement has a contract. The Contract might contain multiple Subcontracts, and can cover a project or a long-term provision of service. A contract or a subcontract may cover either a IT project (i.e. a service of one or more one-time deliveries at a determined schedule) or IT Services (i.e. continued services delivered over a long time frame). Procurement and contracting have an execution/operational character and could be described as Level 3. Below is a fictive example to illustrate the terms described above: •



Outsourcing decision: Outsource global IT support and operations



•



Outsourcing: Reorganizing IT department, define new roles, upgrade skills etc. as well as executing procurements and contracts



•



Procurements/Contracts: o



Procurement 1: Contract of IT support with one service provider. Two sub contracts are made to handle Asia and Europe-and-Middle-East scopes individually



o



Procurement 2: Contract of IT operations with one service provider. The contract includes the implementation of a global monitoring tool (IT project) before end of the year followed by a continued operations of the IT infrastructure (IT service) over a 5 year time frame



3.3 What can be sourced Basically, everything except the core business can be considered for sourcing, for example, from a technical perspective the following can be considered: §



Technology consulting



§



Software development, integration and hosting



§



Maintenance and support operations (Hardware, Software and Networking)



From a management perspective, the following can also be considered for sourcing: § None core business processes (HR, administration, accounting, etc). Core business processes are managed internally due to its criticality in delivering the business services §



Management services (Marketing promotion, maintenance of logistics, customer service, etc.)



§



Management consulting
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§



o



Project/program management



o



Quality management



o



Business process enhancements



Training and personal development



Deciding what to consider for sourcing strategy is performed within a comprehensive and integrated sourcing strategy that is part of a defined governance model (see 4.3 Ongoing Sourcing Management for more details).



3.4 Drivers for sourcing Sourcing has become a strategic mean to obtain competitive advantages for public and private organizations. Organizations are aggressively reshaping themselves and fundamentally changing the way they do business through innovative, strategically grounded relationships. Unprecedented levels of excellence and profitability have resulted from these efforts. A well-implemented sourcing approach has become one of today’s most powerful, organization-shaping management tools. The basic idea of sourcing is to let the providers, who can carry out a task the most efficiently and effectively, with the best quality, expertise, business development perspectives etc., do the job. Thus, decisions about sourcing engagements should be driven by the objective of identifying which internal or external providers who meet these requirements best. To meet this objective, you should look for service providers that have a track record of proven experience and leadership in the area that is relevant for sourcing. Service providers should have more structured methodologies, procedures, and documentation as well as larger, and more experienced staff for the particular sourcing area. Typical main drivers of changing the sourcing are as follows: 1. Meet business needs in terms of time, cost, efficiency and effectiveness The main driver for sourcing is taking advantage of the providers’ ability to supply services as part of their core activity. The sourced tasks are thereby carried out by the provider who can do it most effectively and efficiently. 2. Change business or organizational New conditions in the market or changed legislation leading to new opportunities and threats. As well, there could be increased outside pressure and need for commitment to national plan for public institutions. This could lead to a changed scope of organizational core competencies. As well, an internal restructure could lead to changed situation. 3. Change service provider a change or even dissatisfaction of service provider market or with existing internal or external service providers. The organization may discover that more customization of the provided services is necessary to comply with the needs, which may not be possible in a standardized service provider setup. Or there may be a change in skills or staff situation of an internal IT department that may drive the need for reconsidering the sourcing situation. 4. Have access to technology and expertise (that are not available internally)
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing This provides access to new technology, tools, and techniques that organizations may not currently possess. It also minimizes the cost of chasing technology changes and the training costs associated with each new technology generation. 5. Minimize risks by transferring or sharing Risks are minimized because of the access to the industry knowledge and the expertise that the supplier/provider has gained from other clients and partners. This can be done by capitalizing on supplier experience in mitigating risks and sometimes transferring them into the supplier ownership. 6. Improve focus on the core business This enables the client’s staff to concentrate on building new and improved capabilities that meet business requirements rather than managing current non-value adding operations. 7. Improve cost control Sometimes the client is not able to control the cost of work performed in house, turning into a sourcing option will formalize cost and budget management and hence achieve cost savings.
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3.5 Types of Sourcing Relationship



Client Service provider



Figure 2 - Sourcing Models1



The diagram above summarizes the sourcing relationship models between the client organization (represented by the light gray color on the upper right) and the service providers (represented by the dark gray color in the lower left). Each of the sourcing models is described below: 1. Traditional In this (classical) model, a single service provider delivers service to the client. It is usually used for a self-contained work with minimum dependencies or a huge amount of work to minimize sourcing overheads and hassle. It is also called (Full outsourcing) when using one external service provider for a large scope of services and (Internal delivery) when using an internal IT department. Example: One external service provider with one contract provides IT support to all the organization’s users and operations of the entire IT infrastructure and applications. 2. Co-sourcing Two service providers work concurrently under one relationship model to deliver services to the client. Often, one of these providers is internal or direct (main contractor) and the other is external or indirect to the client (Sub-contractor). This model is used when engagement scope is larger than the ability or capacity of one contractor to fulfill, so subcontractors (indirect) are used to fulfill the complete scope. It is also called (Best of Breed



1



The eSourcing Capability Model for Client Organizations (eSCM-CL): Model Overview, V 1.1 ITSqc Working Paper Series Document #CMU-ITSQC-WP-06-001b July 18, 2006: William E. Hefley, IT Services Qualification Center, Carnegie Mellon University, Ethel A. Loesche, TPI, Inc. IT Services Qualification Center, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA, itsqc.cmu.edu
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing Consortia) since the idea is to combine the best competences of two service providers to meet the total needs. Example: Through their role as a business enabler, the internal IT department is serving the business in the capacity of a main contractor towards a number of business units in a large corporate organization. The IT department develops and maintains applications internally, whereas the user support and the network infrastructure operations is provided by an external service provider that acts as sub-contractor to the IT department. The IT department communicates with the business function when setting SLAs and negotiating contracts. 3. Multi-sourcing Multi-sourcing is similar to co-sourcing, but the client in this relationship model interacts with all the suppliers and is responsible for managing each of them, and is responsible also for integrating the services provided from all the suppliers. The client selects from the suppliers the most appropriate supplier according to his competency and cost efficiency. It is also called (selective outsourcing). Example: An organization is using three different, but equally leveled, service providers providing IT application development, user support and IT network operations respectively. The business decides, for each of these three sourcing areas, which service providers to use and sets service levels and contracts individually with each provider. The business manages all day-to-day interaction towards the service providers and is responsible for the coordination between them. 4. Alliance More than one supplier cooperates to provide the service. One of the suppliers is the Primary Contractor who manages the alliance relationship and its members. The Primary Contractor integrates the work of the alliance in order to deliver the project successfully to the client. This model is different from co-sourcing in terms of the formality of the alliance, the formal role and responsibility of the Prime Contractor in front of the client, and the fact that the alliance members are visible to the client. The client in this model is responsible for resolving the alliance disputes and escalated problems. This model is also called (Delivery Alliance or Prime Contractor). Example: A large corporation wishes to outsource global network operations. As no service provider can fulfill the particular scope by itself, a number of service providers form an alliance to cover the full geographical scope. One of the providers acts as the Prime Contractor and coordinates the cooperation between all service providers in the alliance. 5. Joint venture A joint venture is when two or more independent companies establish (as owners or shareholders) a new company to provide a specific service that they could not provide individually by themselves. The companies that create the joint venture could either be client(s) and service provider(s).A joint venture could provide services to one specific client or many clients in the market. This model minimizes the constraints and provides flexibility over the In-sourcing model explained below. Example: A global insurance company that has a large IT department and a global generic IT service provider creates a joint venture to supply services to the global insurance market. They combine their strength of 1) insurance domain knowledge of the IT department for e.g. application development and 2) the global presence and technical expertise of the IT service provider to form an attractive IT service for large insurance companies.
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing 6. In-sourcing The organization assigns work to one of its internal units that is treated as an external entity. The in-sourced unit provides services to the organization through operational-level agreements and informal contracts; it also competes with external providers by providing cost effective, efficient and convenient services. This model is also called as (shared services, captive center or global delivery center); it allows the In-sourcing entity to provide services to other clients in the market. Example: The corporate IT department of a global industrial group manages all IT of the corporate headquarters and subsidiaries in the host country. In the pursuit of achieving better service and higher efficiency, the corporate business management decides that the IT department is to be managed as an independent entity, almost like an external provider. The objective for the corporate IT department is to expand their scope of work to include other subsidiaries within the Group by supplying services on market conditions, using their strong business domain knowledge for the specific industry.
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4 Sourcing processes 4.1 Introduction One of the most important reasons for failure of service and outsourcing relationships is the lack of processes and skills to manage sourcing relationships. This chapter focuses on the sourcing processes and activities that enable successful sourcing.



4.2 A reference model In this section, the two parts of the reference model are detailed. These two parts are the ongoing sourcing management and the source life cycle. Figure 3 shows the ongoing sourcing management includes activities that are to be carried out continuously in all phases of the sourcing life cycle and are most often shared for all the sourcing areas in the organization (though adjustments to specific sourcing cases may also apply). Figure 4 shows the sourcing life cycle. The sourcing life cycle phases – Analysis, Initiation, Delivery and Completion – are to be carried out for each sourcing area. Examples of sourcing areas could be user support, network operations and application development.



Ongoing sourcing management Sourcing governance Sourcing opportunities and strategy, policies, relationships, risks, controls Sourcing change Organizational transition



Sourcing competencies People and knowledge



Sourcing technologies Technology management



Figure 3 - Ongoing sourcing management (generic for all sourcing areas)
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• § § § §



As-is situation Sourcing approach Busines case Governance model Impact and risks analysis Go / no go decision



§



1. Analysis



2. Initiation



§ § § § §



Requirements RFP Evaluation Contracting Implemementation



§ §



Service management Performance monitoring Financial and contract management Evaluation



Sourcing life cycle §



Service, people, and knowledge transfer Managing contract and finances 4. Final review



§ §



§



Completion



3. Delivery



§



Figure 4 - Sourcing life cycle (carried out individually for each sourcing area)



•



Importance of the sourcing life cycle



Many client organizations tend to focus only on the Initiation phase, i.e. put a lot of effort in identifying service providers, setting up the contract etc. Even though these are central activities, the activities in e.g. the Analysis phase – like identifying as-is situation for the sourcing area and creating a risk as well as impact analysis – should not be forgotten. If so, it would result in a high risk of business non-alignment and sourcing failure. •



Importance of the ongoing sourcing management



As well, the ongoing sourcing management creates the framework for successful sourcing. It should define – for all sourcing activities in the organization – how sourcing is governed, how changes and competencies are generally managed, and how technologies in the sourcing environment are deployed and aligned with the IT strategy. The risk of neglecting ongoing sourcing management includes complete sourcing failure as the expected value of the sourcing is not controlled and achieved. Thus, establishing sourcing management activities, including defining an organizational sourcing strategy, should be the first steps of implementing sourcing in the organization. The reference model described in this document is inspired by the eSCM-CL2 sourcing model, but both approach and activities have been pragmatically adjusted based on best practice experiences. This also serves the purpose to create an easy-understandable and practically usable model.



2



The eSourcing Capability Model for Client Organizations (eSCM-CL): Model Overview, V 1.1
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4.3 Ongoing sourcing management The ongoing sourcing management activities are essential for the successful implementation of sourcing. The paragraphs below introduce the most important ones: §



Sourcing governance



§



Sourcing change management



§



Sourcing competencies management



§



Sourcing technologies management



4.3.1 Sourcing governance The sourcing governance focuses on controlling the sourcing activities to ensure that expected values are obtained and risks are addressed. The governance seeks to create the organizational structure for sourcing and manage the management processes of sourcing. In the paragraphs below, the following important activities of sourcing governance are detailed: §



Defining overall sourcing objectives and creating a sourcing strategy



§



Creating a sourcing policy



§



Establishing risk management



§



Establishing service provider relationship management



4.3.1.1 SOURCING STRATEGY The organizational sourcing strategy is a strategy for all functions and services that should determine the client organization’s overall approach to sourcing. This includes: §



Why should the organization source? – organizational objectives



§



What should be sourced?



§



How should the sourcing be organized and structured?



§



Which overall sourcing models and relationships should be used?



§



How is the sourcing strategy evaluated when organizational requirements and the service provider markets change?



The sourcing strategy must be aligned with the overall business objectives and strategy, with the IT objectives and strategy as well as any specific business function strategies related to the sourcing area.
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Figure 5 - Sourcing objectives and strategy must be aligned with business and IT objectives3



There should be one overall sourcing strategy for the entire organization. However, for some large organizations it could be relevant to make sub-strategies. If this is done, there should be focus on detailing the specific scope for each strategy. Establishing the sourcing strategy should include the following steps: 1. Management commitment 2. Self-assessment 3. Potential sourcing areas and models 4. Sourcing objectives and strategy Depending on the current situation of the organization, the sourcing strategy formulation will range from a complete, full exercise to a smaller adjustment of the existing situation. Thus, the approach should be adjusted to the context making the self-assessment an important initial activity after having the management commitment. 1) Management commitment Sourcing is often a cross-functional activity affecting many units in the organization. Thus, senior management commitment to the sourcing activities is a key criteria for successful sourcing management. Senior management should: §



Have a vision of the sourcing and the business opportunities derived from it



§



Understand the impacts on the organization of sourcing activities



§



Support long-term objectives and ongoing activities of sourcing



Senior management should be actively involved in the process of creating the sourcing strategy to achieve these objectives. 3



With inspiration from The eSourcing Capability Model for Client Organizations (eSCM-CL): Model Overview, V 1.1
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2) Self-assessment The self-assessment is an important activity to identify and understand: §



Sourcing capabilities (business and IT processes, competencies, and services)



§



Concrete constraints (e.g. business, stakeholders, political environment, customers, technical and operational conditions, regulatory, and/or financial situation)



An important overall factor to evaluate is the organization’s readiness to change. This evaluation should include “soft” elements as management, knowledge and culture and “hard” elements as financial and contractual conditions. The self-assessment should also include evaluation of current engagements with service providers and their capabilities. There are several models for self-assessment including Gartner’s self-assessment tool, eSCM-CL’s4 capability model consisting of 5 different methodologies and a certification. Whereas, the eSCM-CL evaluation is highly associated to the total eSCM-CL approach, the Gartner approach is somewhat more pragmatic. Please refer to appendix 6.5 V: Sourcing self- for a brief overview of the Gartner selfassessment approach.



3) Potential sourcing areas and models This activity focuses on identifying:



4



§



The processes, skills, assets, etc. that would be interesting to source



§



The service provider market opportunities and capabilities



§



The relevant sourcing relationship models



The eSourcing Capability Model for Client Organizations (eSCM-CL): Model Overview, V 1.1
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing The activity of evaluating potential sourcing areas and models should include the following actions: Table 1 - Potential sourcing areas and models



Action



Description



Create initial overview of sourcing areas



An initial overview of potential sourcing areas should be created. This should include a study of business and IT strategies, identification of core competencies, and the previously described self-assessment. The overview will then form basis of studying service provider market and relevant sourcing models.



Understand the service provider market



The market of IT services is continuously developing and the scope of sourcing services changes dynamically. New services and providers emerge and it is important for the clients to be able to evaluate the capabilities of the service providers and even foresee the market development (e.g. by following industry analysts’ forecast). An analysis should be made to identify service provider opportunities and capabilities.



Evaluate sourcing relationship models



The sourcing models described in section 1 of this document should be evaluated in the context of the current situation. Only a comparative analysis with different scenarios can supply the proper basis for deciding which sourcing relationship models to use. The evaluation should take into account that the same models not will be the most advantageous in all situations. Thus, a set of models and their recommended use in the organizational context should be determined in this phase.



Determine potential sourcing areas



It should then be determined which areas that are relevant to source. Criteria for evaluation should be defined and agreed on. Criteria should include e.g. strategic importance of the service or process, anticipated business benefits, risk assessment, and comparison with in-house capabilities.



4) Sourcing objectives and strategy Based on the analysis carried out, the sourcing objectives and strategy should be formulated as follows: The sourcing objectives should describe what the organization expects to obtain from sourcing. A common example is the objective of achieving higher quality of service at a lower cost. This objective could be supported by underlying objective of either having service providers improving quality of the provided services over time, or keeping same level of quality while driving down costs. A clear formulation of measurable objectives is important for the organizations ability to manage sourcing relationships and long-term direction. They will form the sourcing principles of the organization and enable to set and attain performance expectations towards the organization and sourcing partners. The sourcing strategy should clearly address the sourcing objectives and be aligned with the organization’s business, growth, and continuity strategies. As well, it must be aligned with the sourcing capabilities of the organization. The strategy should include the organization’s approach for:
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Existing and potential sourcing areas and how to develop them



§



Sourcing models and options, including e.g. ‘buy or lease’ strategy and the service providers’ role in solving current problems and deploying services that best meet current and future business needs



§



Sourcing opportunity analysis and evaluation



§



Sourcing governance, management organizational change due to sourcing



§



Sourcing skills and staffing



§



Sourcing quality strategy and objectives



§



Sourcing risk management



§



Sourcing strategy evaluation and updating process



and



planning;



including



managing



the



The benefits of sourcing strategy should be measured. Thus, the sourcing objectives (e.g. obtain a certain quality service at a certain cost) should be defined in a measurable way. As well, the ability of actually carrying out the activities to obtain the strategic objectives (e.g. improve sourcing skills, implement government processes, etc.) could be measured. A baseline of the as-is situation should be created to be able to compare results and a roadmap for strategy implementation should be developed with measurable milestones. The strategy creation could be carried out by a central staff function in the organization (e.g. executive management assistant staff) if they have the capability to carry out this process. This function would be responsible for involving relevant management and staff in the organization. If the expertise does not exist in-house, the process (interviews, document analysis, as-is situation, strategy development, action plan etc.) could be conducted by an external consultancy.



4.3.1.2 SOURCING POLICY The sourcing policy has the purpose of making the sourcing objectives and strategy operational. As such, the sourcing policy is important for the successful implementation of effective and efficient sourcing. It should include guidelines for: §



§



Organizational structure, for example: •



Business process integration between the organization and the service provider organization where relevant



•



Organizational roles and responsibilities



•



Management controls procedures, etc.)



(reporting,



management



authority,



escalation



Processes and means to manage, assess and improve the organization’s sourcing activities. The policy should set standards and guidelines that can be used generally in sourcing relationships in the organization. This could for example include: •



Process for identification, evaluation and initiation of sourcing opportunities including guidelines for reviewing and adapting to changes (e.g. setting requirements for evaluating a specific sourcing area regarding market situation, own sourcing capabilities, relevant sourcing and pricing model, whom to involve, the approval process, etc.)



•



Processes for service level management and performance measurement (e.g. set standards for how service level agreements are created, how KPI’s and service level metrics should be designed, whom to involve, the
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing approval process, the ongoing measurement and reporting, review meetings, escalation procedures, etc.) •



Processes to manage service providers and relationships (e.g. how a relationship is started, what the minimum communication should be, the minimum roles and responsibilities, and setting guidelines for best practice relationship management for a given sourcing relationship)



•



Process for internal communication (e.g. who the interested parties are, when and how they should be involved and communicated to, and who is responsible for the communication)



•



Process for ongoing evaluation and improvement (e.g. set policy for how often reviews are carried out, who the participants are, how agreed actions should be followed up and implemented)



The sourcing policy must be aligned with other organizational policies, e.g. the IT service management policy, and should result in the creation of a long-term plan for implementing and tracking of the sourcing activities.



4.3.1.3 RISK MANAGEMENT Sourcing activities introduces new risks and changes existing risks in the organization. A thorough risk assessment should be conducted as an initial activity and continuous risk management activities regarding the sourcing environment should be established. Typical sourcing risks to address are: §



Business process risks: Is the organization able to manage the business after sourcing?



§



Compliance risks: Is the organization able to continuously comply with regulations during the sourcing life cycle?



§



Financial risks: How does the organization ensure that incomes and costs are controlled in the sourced environment?



§



Technology risks: How will the organization ensure the appropriate long-term development of the technical architectures and technologies?



§



Business continuity risks: How is the business continuity addressed in disaster situations?



§



People and knowledge risks: Do the organization have the staff that can manage and develop the sourcing environments?



§



Information security risks: How is it ensured that information is protected and services are prevented from being disrupted?



Risks exist in each phase of the sourcing life cycle and risk management should be established accordingly. A common mistake is to focus on the risks during the Initiation phase only, leaving e.g. the sourcing operational risks unattended. To identify the sourcing risks, it is helpful to consider the different environments of the sourcing:
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Contract



Client environment



Sourced environment



Service provider environment



Relationship Figure 6 - Environments that introduce risks



Compared with the in-house client retained environment, a sourced environment represents a disconnection between defining the risk management controls and their implementation. This disconnection is bridged by the outsourcing contract and the established relationship and cooperation with the service provider. It is important to notice that the service providers’ compliance criterias may be different from the ones of the client organization and the client should do an effort to understand how service providers manage risk in their own environment. As well, it is imperative that the service provider’s risk management roles and responsibilities for the sourced environment are implemented in the contract. The service provider should be treated as an entity of the organization for compliance standards. To carry out sourcing risk management, organizations should classify their areas of risk and then use best practice standards and policy to carry out a risk assessment on a regular basis.



4.3.1.4 RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT Relationship management concerns the activities that seek to establish long-term relationships with service providers. A key to establishing successful sourcing outcomes is building trust and collaboration, which goes beyond the legal and contractual requirements and that foster win-win opportunities for client and service provider. As well, the interface between client and service provider, which is obviously crucial for the sourcing outcomes, is often complex and exist at many levels of the organizations. This needs to be managed to ensure development of the intended relationship. Relationship management may include: §



Building of the relationship management approach



§



Definition of relationship roles in client and service provider organizations



§



Positive, initial involvement of key personnel from both parties



§



Ongoing open and honest communication about success, problems and challenges



§



Approach for solving issues (escalation, etc.)



§



Periodically review of the relationships



The relationship management often includes a common point of contact in the client organization for the service provider. The relationship management should be formalized in the contract and is closely linked to Contract management described in the Delivery phase.



4.3.2 Sourcing change management Implementing sourcing – In-sourcing or outsourcing initiatives – in an organization results in the need for organizational change, which should be managed properly in order to
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing reach the sourcing objectives. Common examples of changes resulting from sourcing are staff moves and changes to internal processes and procedures. For sourcing changes, it is particularly important to: §



Communicate appropriately to all internal and external sourcing stakeholders (examples include customers, government, existing and new service providers, and of course internal employees)



§



Assure the proficiency in the transition and in the new sourcing situation



§



Establish personal alignments for employees with the new sourcing directions (example: Outsourcing may free internal staff to work on more value-added activities, but this change in people profiles are not easy and require coaching and a focused transition)



§



Create the feeling for employees of belonging to the new environment



The sourcing organizational change has many similarities with other organizational changes and should as such be managed in similar ways, for example: §



Internal marketing of the benefits and success cases



§



Careful and honest communication from trusted sources: Intentions, reasons, process and complications



§



Identification and active enabling of: •



change sponsor; change owner and foremost spokesperson



•



change leaders; managers of the change



•



change agents; employees that are more involved in the process and can act as trusted facilitators



A first step for managing the change is to evaluate the organization’s readiness for change. This should be carried out during the sourcing strategy phase. Activities, roles and responsibilities for managing the organizational changes should be set accordingly.



4.3.3 Sourcing competencies management The needed organizational competencies are likely to change due to the sourcing activities. The management of service providers and relationships requires other skills than the skills needed to carry out the sourced tasks themselves. A failure to address this change of competencies will likely lead to unsuccessful sourcing. Organizations should evaluate the issues below and address them accordingly: §



Sourcing management activities require more business relational competencies than technical. The current IT staff may have technical skills to carry out support and IT infrastructure tasks, but may lack skills to identify, evaluating sourcing areas, handle the service provider relationship, and contract.



§



Sourcing carry-out activities are likely to move from having a technical focus to having a business or behavioral/relationship focus. Instead of carrying out technical tasks themselves, the internal staff has a communicating role of reporting problems, following up on actions and ensuring the best possible service to the organization.



§



The service provision approach may shift from a cost-centric to a value-centric focus or vice versa. If the organization and staff has been used to always optimize cutting cost (cost-centric) of e.g. IT operation, a shift to prioritizing business alignment (example of value-centric) with e.g. improved support service, increased availability of
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing systems and infrastructure, is likely to require a different mindset and skills to carry out the tasks. §



The organization’s knowledge (process, domain, technical) may shift to be owned by the service provider. E.g. if the IT infrastructure is outsourced to an external service provider, the technical knowledge about infrastructure is likely not available in the organization at a later stage since the task is not carried out internally. Thus, when starting the outsourcing the organization should carefully consider if they still need to have this knowledge in-house and at what level: E.g. it may shift from being on an operational level (carry out) to be on a more strategic/tactical level (setting requirements for planning and design).



Consequently, people and knowledge management should be integrated parts of the sourcing organization’s approach and include: §



Definition of roles and responsibilities



§



Planning of competence development



§



Development of staff competencies (training, new hire, forums, etc.)



4.3.4 Sourcing technologies management The sourcing technologies management shall ensure that technology deployment and development in the sourcing environment are aligned with the IT strategy. It focuses on: §



Managing technology strategies and architecture



§



Managing and monitoring technology infrastructure



Technologies in this context may include physical components like servers, networks and workstations and functional components like software applications, databases and web sites. Activities of sourcing technologies management include: §



Technology integration: Definition of procedures for integration of the organization’s infrastructure and the one of service provider’s



§



Asset management: Ensuring that all assets in the sourcing environment are managed in order to control configurations and optimize their use



§



License management: Ensuring that all licenses in the sourced environment are in order and compliant with legal regulations
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4.4 Sourcing Life Cycle 4.4.1 Analysis The analysis phase has the objective of evaluating a specific sourcing opportunity. The analysis for a specific sourcing area is the more detailed evaluation of a potential sourcing area identified in the ongoing sourcing strategy process. Thus, all analysis should be aligned with the sourcing objectives, strategy, and policy.



The process can be set as follows: Organizational objectives and potential sourcing opportunity



Scoping



As-is basis



Sourcing options



Business case + risk and impact analysis



Dedicated governance model



Sourcing decision



Figure 7 - Analysis phase activities



4.4.1.1 SCOPING The scope of the potential sourcing areas should be detailed and documented, including for example: §



Services (e.g. IT support, IT operations, IT application development, IT projects)



§



Organization, processes and procedures (which part of the organization is currently involved in delivering these services? What are the processes and procedures that potentially shall be outsourced or changed?)



§



Technical infrastructures (e.g. hardware, networks, applications, monitoring tools etc.)



4.4.1.2 AS-IS BASIS The as-is basis shall set a baseline for the sourcing area describing the current situation of the potential area to source. It should include at least: §



A high-level description of relevant processes and services



§



The current organizational structure including existing service providers



§



The current service level objectives, performance measurements and standards



§



A cost base line



4.4.1.3 SOURCING OPTIONS The sourcing options activity aims at identifying the possible alternative sourcing options to determine the preferable approach. It is a continuation of the initial identification and determination of sourcing models carried out in the strategy process. The activity should include: §



A market scan of service providers and the market dynamics
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Definition of alternative sourcing options



§



Specification of evaluation criteria for sourcing options



§



Recommendation of typically one to three sourcing options



Refer to section 3.5 Types of Sourcing Relationship of this document to have an overview of sourcing relationship models.



4.4.1.4 BUSINESS CASE, RISKS AND IMPACT ANALYSIS The business case, the risks and impacts analysis create the main decision basis for the sourcing opportunity. The business case shall enable the decision makers to assess the full benefits, costs and risks of the sourcing opportunity. To give the full picture, the business case must include both quantitative and qualitative aspects. For example, the time and effort to transfer necessary knowledge to the service provider, which can be costly if the knowledge is not formalized/documented in the organization. The business case should include: §



Short description of the background for the sourcing opportunity



§



Detailing of the specific quantitative and qualitative sourcing objectives for the potential sourcing area derived from organizational and overall sourcing objectives. This should include an understanding of the future business development impacts on the sourcing objectives



§



Description of the sourcing options and a detailing of a recommended scenario plus one to two alternatives



§



Estimations of resources required for Initiation, Delivery and Completion phases of the sourcing (at a minimum cost, staff numbers and skills, physical resources)



§



Return-on-investment (ROI) considerations



§



Organizational sourcing maturity for the specific sourcing area (refer also to the selfassessment model in section 6.5)



§



Technical issues and development



§



Listing of potential sourcing barriers



§



Risk and impact analysis conclusions



§



A list of stakeholders and their potential interests in the sourcing



§



A high-level sourcing plan



Creating a good and accurate business case is an important, but difficult task. In particular, the life-cycle cost and ROI can be difficult to establish. Gartner has defined an approach for categorizing and determining total sourcing cost, please refer to appendix 6.1 for an introduction. The risk analysis shall identify, analyze and prioritize risks to create this decision basis, but as well to create the basis for the ongoing risk management to be carried out during the sourcing life cycle. Refer to section 4.3.1.3 Risk management for more information about relevant sourcing risk areas. The impact analysis shall identify impacts of the proposed sourcing option(s) on the organization. The analysis should evaluate the organization’s ability to manage the particular sourced service and the impacts on e.g.: §



Service levels



§



Processes and organizational structure
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Human resource (culture, skills, training, hiring, dismissing, etc.)



§



Technology (strategy, standards, architecture, integration, etc.)



§



Possible information security risks



§



Existing sourcing relationships



4.4.1.5 DEDICATED GOVERNANCE MODEL Based on the overall sourcing governance model for the organization (refer to section 4.3 Ongoing sourcing management) a customized model should be defined for the specific sourcing opportunity. This model should address: §



Service and service management processes



§



Specific roles and responsibilities



§



Proposed internal team, required skills and competence development



§



Relationship and communication model



§



Conflict resolution approach, escalation procedures



§



Project management tasks



§



Performance management



§



Risk management approach



4.4.1.6 SOURCING DECISION Based on the analysis, the appropriate decision makers make decision of whether to initiate the sourcing or not. The decision makers must ensure that the appropriate analysis activities have been carried out satisfactorily prior to making the decision and that the sourcing opportunity and approach is aligned with overall sourcing and organizational strategies.
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4.4.2 Initiation The Initiation phase has the objective of defining detailed requirements, preparing RFP, identifying and evaluating service providers; negotiate contract, and implementing the changed sourcing in the organization. The phase has many similarities to normal tender processes which should be referred to more thorough general information about purchasing, contracting, etc.



The process can be set as follows:



Initiation decision



Planning and start-up



Requirements specification



RFP



Evaluation



Negotiation and contracting



Implementation



Figure 8 - Initiation phase activities



4.4.2.1 PLANNING AND START-UP The planning and start-up phase commences the Initiation phase in order to: §



Define the sourcing project



§



Set the project organization and involve stakeholders



§



Establish project processes according to organizational practices (risk management, communication, planning, quality assurance, change control, etc.)



4.4.2.2 REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION To support the RFP process in the best possible way, the areas to be sourced should be described as accurate and complete as possible. Requirements should be derived from the overall business objectives and for the specific sourcing. The specification should include: §



Business requirements



§



Technical requirements



§



Quality requirements



§



Service management and organizational requirements



§



Security requirements



§



Other relevant requirements (e.g. service provider capabilities, service conditions, contractual conditions, etc.)



Requirements should be clear and comprehensive to allow service providers to easily assess their ability to satisfy them. As such, the requirements specification plays a very important first role in clearing the expectations between organization and service provider.
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing It can be an advantage to weigh the requirements based on the business objectives. This will make decision making easier during the later negotiation with service providers and ensure focus on the most relevant areas and requirements. In appendix 6.3 Appendix III: Input for requirements specification there are examples of relevant input for establishing technical and quality requirements for sourcing the areas of IT facilities and operations.



4.4.2.3 RFP The Request For Proposal (RFP) should include detailed specifications on the services to be rendered by the service provider. The RFP will usually be part of the final contract. Although the RFP may contain very specific and detailed information about the services, service level etc., it must also be able to handle future and unforeseen situations, which cannot be described at the time of writing the RFP. The RFP, and the contract, must therefore include mechanisms that allow changes to be incorporated at a later stage. A sourcing RFP should, among other things, include: §



Requirements specifications



§



Service Level Agreements and measuring means



§



Pricing Models



§



Penalties & Bonus



§



Exit conditions



§



Buy or Lease



§



Evaluation criteria



§



RFI



Requirements specifications Refer to section 4.4.2.2 for details. Service Level Agreements (SLA) When deciding to source IT services to an external service provider, the client will be very dependent on the quality and performance of the service provider and the services he provides. The client must therefore have means to ensure that quality and performance are kept at an agreed level. Service level agreements are necessary in order to align the expectations between client and provider and are essential to measure the performance of the service provider. Hence, elements in the SLA must be measurable in order to follow up on the fulfillment of the SLA. Please refer to Appendix 6.4 Appendix IV: Sourcing SLAs for input of what to include in a sourcing SLA and possible metrics to consider. Pricing models The organization should determine the appropriate pricing model to be used in the sourcing relationship with the service provider. Different models will drive different behavior and introduce different risks, which should be carefully considered before deciding for a model to use. Client organizations should proactively decide which pricing model they want to use based on their needs and constraints. Gartner has categorized the most commonly used pricing models for outsourcing, their best use and the risks associated. Please refer to appendix 6.2 Appendix II: Sourcing pricing models for an overview.
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing Penalty and bonus Penalties and/or bonuses must be defined, so the provider knows when he can expect to be requested to pay (bad performance) or obtain additional revenue (top performance). Exit conditions Exit conditions describe how a contract can be terminated. Clear exit conditions must be stated in the contract, so the client, in case of serious lack of quality and/or performance, can exit the contract in a proper way and without disturbing the operations of the services in question. Without clear exit conditions, or without appropriate means (e.g. updated documentation, access to software) to perform an exit, the client may become so dependent on his service provider, so exit is impossible, if the service provider is reluctant to support an exit. The RFP and contract should state that the services rendered as well as the underlying hardware and software is well documented, so in case of exit, a new provider can take over based upon such documentation. As well, the contract should define who would pay for the termination and transfer of services back to the organization or to another service provider. This is likely to depend on who that terminates the contract. Regardless of who terminates and who pays, contracts should always require the service provider to offer transition assistance. Buy or lease When sourcing IT services it should be considered whether the underlying hardware (HW) and software (SW) should be bought/owned by the client, or whether it should be included in the fee for the outsourced services (leased). The following table lists some of the pros and cons. Table 2 - Pros and cons of client versus provider HW/SW ownership



Ownership Client owns HW/SW



Provider owns HW/SW



Pro



Con



•



Client has full control of HW/SW.



•



Client is aware of and control • the depreciation period



•



Client can focus on services and leave HW/SW issues to provider



•



Client has to maintain competences on HW/SW Client has to upgrade/maintain HW/SW when provider requests it



•



Client carries technology risk



•



Client has no influence on HW/SW



•



Client will pay for provider finance charges plus depreciation



As a general rule of thumb, it is preferable to let the provider own the HW/SW, so the client can focus on the services rendered, and let all HW/SW issues be handled by the provider. When preparing the RFP, it should be considered to include in the pricing schema in the RFP, that both alternatives are required to be priced.
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing Evaluation criteria Since most sourcing projects involve the preparation of an RFP, including requirements specifications, proposal conditions etc., it is important to take the business objectives and evaluation criteria into account when preparing the RFP. It may even be advisable to set up the structure of the proposal according to the evaluation criteria, so proposals can be evaluated directly against the requirements and evaluation criteria at the same time. When service providers know the evaluation criteria they will be able to better understand client priorities and focus their proposal accordingly. Relevant criteria to consider include cost, service quality, service management including change management, project management and deployment process. For public tenders, with obligation of publishing evaluation criteria, it is common to choose ‘the economically most advantageous proposal’ as the first criteria in order to still have room for an overall evaluation. RFI In many cases, e.g. in a market with many service providers, it may be useful to carry out a Request For Information (RFI) process prior to the RFP submission. This will enable the client organization to pre-select service providers who have the appropriate abilities for submitting a proposal (financial situation, experience, organization, etc.).



4.4.2.4 EVALUATION Evaluation of service provider proposals should be done mainly based on a previously definition of evaluation criteria (refer to previous paragraph), which should be derived from and aligned with the specific business objectives. However, other aspects like strategic alignment, service provider track record, risks, resource capabilities, and information security should be taken into consideration as well. The evaluation process extent should be determined based on the strategic importance and criticality of the sourcing area. For large scope areas with the objectives of establishing a long-term value-based relationship, the evaluation should be more carefully carried out and could involve both strategic and operational levels of the organizations. Evaluation activities should at least include: §



Evaluation of requirements fulfillment for each proposal and to create global overview



§



Establishment of a life cycle cost analysis for each proposal



And could include: §



Proposal presentation, interviews, visit on service provider’s facilities



§



Request for more information or detailing of assumptions



§



Due diligence process (see below)



Comparing the prices from different service providers can be difficult due to different ways of setting up the pricing schemes. Even though organizations should define the pricing model to be used, different pricing schemes can usually not be avoided since service providers have different cost elements and structures. It may be useful to ask the providers, as part of the RFP, to ‘translate’ their pricing scheme into a common template.
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing The overview obtained by using such a template is very useful during contract negotiation. It should at least contain the following elements: One-time fees: • Hardware • Software • Documentation • Implementation • Training



Ongoing fees: (monthly or hourly fees) • Hardware maintenance • Software maintenance • Support • Training



Change fees: • Capacity changes (up and down) • Service or element changes (addition and removal) • Contract extension • Contract termination (exit fee)



Figure 9 - Price items included in a pricing overview to compare service providers



Possible due diligence process In this context, the objective of due diligence process is to ensure that all the parties are in a position to learn from each other and to better know and collect more information for refining the agreement basis. This is needed especially if it involves large scope and complex sourcing agreements. The due diligence process should allow to: §



Collect and evaluate information



§



Test and validate previous assumptions



§



Adjust technical and financial proposals



§



Adjust initial position regarding the future cooperation



The due diligence scope can include all or just selected topics of the sourcing area, e.g. IT software and hardware, telecommunication equipment and devices, contracts and cost, staff requirements, scope of work (services and management), and work volumes. If a due diligence process is to be carried out, it should be taken into account in the initial planning.



4.4.2.5 NEGOTIATION AND CONTRACTING In this section, the needed steps for considering a contract and negotiating its terms are listed and explained:



CONTRACT CONSIDERATIONS Before, or during, preparation of the RFP material, a decision must be taken as to what kind of contract should cover the outsourcing agreement: §



Outsourcing provider’s standard contract



§



Own contract



There are several pros and cons on each of these alternatives. The following table gives an overview of some of the most important factors to consider, when deciding on which contract to use.
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Contract



Pro



Con



Provider’s



Contract is (should) correspond exactly to the service in question.



Contract may not include elements of importance for the buyer only, so contract may have to be modified to include such items.



Own



Contract corresponds exactly to the service in question and is aligned with internal organizational procedures. (it can turn into a Con if it is a standard non-customized model dictated by the Procurement organization)



Contract has to be developed with a risk of not including all relevant aspects.



The service provider’s standard contract is usually corresponding very well to the services provided by the actual provider. However, it may contain elements, which are very favorable to the provider and thus less favorable to the client. So great care must be taken, to ensure a good balance between client and provider responsibilities…etc. A sourcing contract should include these topics: §



Global terms and conditions



§



Specific service delivery and associated SLAs



§



Prices and/or price model



§



Penalties and bonuses



§



Service management including particularly incident and change management



§



Relationship management



§



Risk management and IT security responsibilities



§



Security concerns



§



Ongoing evaluation measures (e.g. audit and benchmarking)



§



Any country specific agreements (if applicable)



§



Lists of key people, assets, etc.



As for most contracts, it is important to make it comprehensive and include details. By doing so, all elements should optimally be discussed on forehand and not when problems or non-alignments occur. As business change and technologies evolve, there will be a need for changing and updating the contract. The contract must be designed to handle changes, e.g. by describing procedures for adding amendments and renegotiation at pre-determined intervals. In any IT outsourcing project it is advisable to obtain legal advise from internal or external party with proven experience with IT contracts.
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CONTRACT NEGOTIATION Contract negotiation should be carried out by experienced people that have skills and knowledge within: §



General negotiation techniques



§



The particular sourcing context



§



The service provider market, and



§



The specific organizational key stakes (what is important for the organization: cost reduction, service improvement, business agility, etc).



The organization may not have one single person who poses all abilities, so it may make sense to create a negotiation team. The sourcing context and organizational key stakes should determine the negotiation approach: For example, for a cost and margin focused organization the approach would often be to cut cost of the sourcing deal, whereas for regulation driven organizations with many regulatory and security requirements, the approach may be more value-based or security focused. In addition, if the sourcing context is to outsource business or administration processes, the approach may be more value-based in order to ensure business alignment than if the context is IT infrastructure with cost reduction and efficiency as main objectives. Negotiation service levels can be part of establishing the outsourcing agreement. The service level requirements should be stated in the RFP, but service levels and associated penalties for violation can be a factor to negotiate in parallel with price. Each service level should be described with measurement method and measurement frequency, reporting and responsibility. A target performance for the given service level should then be defined. For some service levels, like e.g. ‘first contact completion’ in a support help desk (the user gets immediate resolution of his problem), it could be beneficial to define high, medium, and low levels and then set bonuses and penalties or fee reductions for each service level. When the service is supplied at a high level, the service provider obtains a bonus. When the service is only supplied at a low level, a penalty is issued. This serves to increase the service provider’s motivation to provide excellent service. Another example of a bonus system that could be implemented is if the service provider improves a service level that result in a direct cost saving for the client organization (for example for application services leading to e.g. improved business performance).



4.4.2.6 IMPLEMENTATION Once the contract is in place, the actual technical and organizational implementation work begins. Depending on the scope size and complexity of the sourcing area the extent of the implementation work varies. Typical activities include: §



Set the temporary project organization and involve stakeholders



§



Establish project processes according to organizational practices (risk management, communication, planning, quality assurance, change control, etc.)



§



Planning of implementation



§



Detailed specification of services design



§



Detailed specification of service management processes, including the appropriate integration between client and service provider organizations



§



Planning of business continuity measures during transfer, as appropriate



§



Internal training



§



Transfer of services, resources, staff, and knowledge as appropriate
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Service management implementation



Special attention should be given to how changes and updates are managed by the organization, how system incidents are taken care of and how operational status is reported, e.g. by using ITIL processes approach (refer also to section 4.4.3.1 Service management). In an implementation period characterized by large dynamic it is particularly necessary that changes are handled by a change management procedure in order not to loose control. It is also at this point that any flaws in system incident management should be discovered. The documentation of technical set-up, services etc. should be kept updated at any time.
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4.4.3 Delivery The Delivery phase has the objective of delivering the services to obtain the anticipated benefits of the sourcing engagement. The Delivery phase is the longest phase, where the long-term relationship should be developed. For any sourcing agreement, there will be changes in the client environment or in the way the service provider is working, which eventually will require changes to the sourcing agreement. This needs to be effectively managed to ensure sourcing success. The activities include the following (carried out in parallel):



Figure 10 - Delivery phase activities 4.4.3.1 SERVICE MANAGEMENT



Service management activities focus on managing sourced services and any issues, challenges and changes that arise during the Delivery phase. It is an advantage if client and service provider organizations use the same standard for service management, for example the ITIL best practice framework. This will enable a complete implementation of service management processes and create the basis of an efficient cooperation since client and service provider then “speak the same language”. The service management should be formalized describing the processes for e.g. reporting incidents as well as submitting requests for change and evaluating and implementing these changes. The roles of client and service provider organizations should be clearly defined so that there will be no issues of who those are responsible to carry out specific tasks. This will reduce the potential source of dispute and improve client organization satisfaction when services and changes are verified to match current needs. The scope of the service management processes to be included depends on the specific sourcing area, but particularly the effective implementation of incident, problem and change management procedures are important for sourcing success. Service management activities may be integrated in the organization’s overall change management process. For example, if the IT department already has implemented service
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing support and service delivery processes according to ITIL best practice in the IT department, the processes towards a service provider should be aligned to these processes and/or appropriate updating of internal processes should be done. This will ensure a coherent management of all services in the organization.



INCIDENT AND PROBLEM MANAGEMENT It should be part of the service provider responsibility to monitor any incidents affecting the services provided. The incident process must handle incidents detected by both service provider and client and a single point of contact (e.g. helpdesk function) should register incidents. The service provider should be responsible for reporting of all incidents and their impacts on the service delivered. A procedure for escalation of incidents to problems should be established. Both client and service provider should be engaged in the problem solving and identification of corrective actions.



CHANGE MANAGEMENT Both client and service provider may initiate changes. For example, may the service provider foresee a problem with the system and recommend an upgrade to prevent it. The client on the other hand may have added new functionality to an application and want this to be implemented on the live running system. It is crucial for control of this type of changes to have a change management procedure in place with all the necessary elements. This will ensure that only approved changes to be implemented and with a minimum of service disruption. Change management should be planned and implemented with configuration and release management. Configuration management ensures the controlled configuration of service components and up-to-date information about these. Release management plans, delivers and track releases across the distributed environment. Both are important input to the effective change management.



4.4.3.2 PERFORMANCE MONITORING The appropriate performance measures should be identified during the Initiation phase and included in service level agreements and the contract (as indicated in section 4.4.2.3 RFP). Based on the service levels defined, KPIs (key performance indicators) could be defined. The KPIs should aggregate the most relevant and important service levels to provide a limited number of significant indicators of the performance. The performance monitoring activity includes the carrying out of the performance monitoring and the associated reporting. The reporting provides input for the bonus/penalties model (if exists). The monitoring may as well identify areas where corrective actions are needed. Some organizations carry out regular benchmarking of the service provider performance to compare with market best practice. A benchmark can additionally be used in evaluation and contract renegotiation.



4.4.3.3 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT The financial management includes all financial aspects of the sourcing arrangement. It should enable the organization to always have overview of the costs related to the sourcing, for example equipment, facilities and staff, and to be able to control cost, evaluate financial impacts of changes, and carry out financial reporting. The financial control may vary largely depending of the sourcing context. If a sourcing objective is to reduce cost over time for the same service delivered, the activity is different from if the objective is to improve the service while maintaining cost at same level. The sourcing business case is an important starting point for the financial sourcing control and financial part of the business case should be followed during the Delivery phase.
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4.4.3.4 CONTRACT MANAGEMENT The contract management activity monitors the service providers compliance to the service agreements. As well, this activity includes managing updates and amendments to agreements and tracking versions of all legal documents regarding the sourcing agreement. Another important role of the contract management is to ensure that all parts of the organization are aware of the key elements of the sourcing agreement, e.g. the most important terms and conditions, problem escalation procedures, and service descriptions and conditions. As such, the contract management has an important internal reporting and communication role.



4.4.3.5 EVALUATION Evaluation of the sourcing activity should be carried out regularly, for example on a yearly basis. This evaluation is important to ensure that the sourcing arrangements continuously supply organizational value even as business and technological environments change. The evaluation should include: §



Service performance review; performance as a trend over time of both internal and service provider organization



§



Organizational stakeholders feedback; analysis of where and why the sourced services have not met stakeholders expectations



§



Relationship review; the client and service provider relationship should be reviewed to see of the intended relationship has been achieved. If gaps exist, root causes and suggested corrective actions should be established



§



Service value analysis; the sourcing business case should be reviewed and any gaps towards initially set assumptions and objectives should compared to actual outcomes. It is important to notice that the business case may need updating due to changes occurred since creation. For example may specific services scope from initial business case differ from actual service agreement.



The evaluation should form basis of deciding the future actions for the sourcing engagement; for example fine tunings, developments, larger changes, new sourcing opportunities or even contract termination.
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4.4.4 Completion The completion phase has the objective of ensuring a smooth transition of services back to the client or to another service provider. As well, the contractual and financial aspects need to be settled. The Completion activities include: §



Planning



§



Transfer of services, resources, and knowledge



§



Managing contract and finances



§



Engagement sign-off



§



Final internal review



The Completion activities are started when a termination decision is taken:



Contract termination decision



Planning



Transfer of services, resources, knowledge



Managing contract and finances



Engagement sign-off



Final review



Figure 11 - Completion phase activities



4.4.4.1 PLANNING Thorough Completion phase, planning is essential for an effective transfer with a minimum of service disruption and disturbance of the client’s and service provider’s organizations. Areas to cover in a completion plan include: §



Transfer plans for services, resources, staff, knowledge



§



Test plans



§



Continuity and fall-back plans



§



Identification of financial, legal and other commitments that need to be met



§



Assessing staffing need



§



Estimation of resource need



§



Complete list of actions to be addressed



§



Schedule



If services are transferred to another service provider, the planning obviously needs to be aligned with the initial planning of this engagement.
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4.4.4.2 TRANSFER The transfer of services may include a number of different elements. For example: §



Service resources (service-related documents, hardware, software, licenses, facilities and other assets)



§



Staff



§



Knowledge transfer is an ongoing process and needs to be transferred from one person to another



Just as for the opposite directed transfer during the Initiation phase, this transfer should be handled thoroughly taking organizational, cultural and other aspects into consideration. Regardless of who terminates the sourcing engagement, contracts should require the service provider to offer transition assistance/disentanglement services. As well, contracts should stipulate, that 3rd party (e.g. a new service provider) should be allowed to use relevant service provider documentation.



4.4.4.3 MANAGING CONTRACT AND FINANCES The termination of a sourcing arrangement may bring along a number of legal and regulatory matters that need to be addressed by client and service provider together. A sourcing transfer should always be documented and all outstanding commitments should be agreed on accompanied by a plan of execution.



4.4.4.4 ENGAGEMENT SIGN-OFF The completion activities should lead to a formal engagement sign-off with the service provider. The sign-off mark the end of all completion activities involving both client and service provider. The sign-off should determine actions for any remaining issues (should be very few) and conclude on contracting and financial issues. It should be the objective of any sourcing relationship termination to separate professionally in friendship and good will.



4.4.4.5 FINAL INTERNAL REVIEW A final internal review of the sourcing engagement should be carried out allowing the organization to evaluate the total engagement and formalize lessons learned. The final review is a natural prolongation of the latest Evaluation carried out in the Delivery phase (refer to section 4.4.3.5 Evaluation), but should as well include a total review of internal performance. The review supplies important input to the evaluation of the profitability of the current sourcing engagement. Just as important, it as well supply input to the ongoing evaluation of the organization’s overall sourcing capabilities (as described under the ‘Ongoing sourcing management’ section) and thus the opportunities for future improvement of business competitiveness derived from sourcing initiatives.
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5 Success factors and best practices It is highly recommended to examine factors and practices that could lead to a successful IT sourcing. This chapter is introducing success factors and best practices to aid in making the IT sourcing a success.



5.1 Success factors In considering IT plans for sourcing, below list of success factors can help in ensuring successful relationship among different parties involved: 1. Implement a sourcing model and sourcing governance Organizations should implement a process model and carry out the activities described in section 4 Sourcing processes. This will enable the long-term business alignment and avoidance of sourcing pitfalls. First step should be to implement the ongoing sourcing management, including the building of the sourcing strategy. 2. Build a business-aligned sourcing strategy The sourcing strategy is a key starting point for successful sourcing. The sourcing strategy process should determine the organization’s sourcing capabilities, define core competencies, and well-studied select the areas and approach for in- and outsourcing. The strategy should as a minimum be aligned with business (and IT) strategies, but could for strong sourcing organizations also enable business strategy. 3. Choose the right service provider Choosing the right service provider for the sourcing area will decrease many sourcing risks. The provider should always be selected based on a long-term best value, which is often not the low-cost provider. 4. Build a strong, accurate and valuable contract Contracts should be designed to establish a win-win situation to avoid dissatisfaction unnecessary disputes and renegotiations or even premature termination. SLAs should describe what the client organization wants, but not how the service provider delivers the services, which should be accepted as a service provider responsibility. As well, the contract should describe the sourcing management processes between the parties. 5. Establish long-term relationships with service providers that is build on trust and confidence The most valuable sourcing relationships are the ones that are not just build on contracts and SLAs. Depending on the organization’s capabilities and strategic objectives for sourcing, a sourcing relationship can develop to be an innovative collaboration between client and service provider, where there is an ongoing focus on improvement of both organizations to create mutual value. 6. Manage organizational change The sourcing initiatives will imply change to the organization and the management of this is imperative for achieving the expected benefits of the sourcing. 7. Ensure skills The resource skills needed is one of the critical things that will change as sourcing develops. It will require business/relationship skills to establish and manage the outsourcing initiatives in day-to-day service carry-out roles that will change as well. When In-sourcing services, an upgrade of e.g. technical skills in the organization may
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing be needed to handle the services internally. Identification, planning and enabling of the proper skills are key areas to address. 8. Manage sourcing risks Sourcing will introduce new risks and change the existing organizational risk situation. Initial and continuous management of risks shall help avoid the sourcing pitfalls. This include e.g. legal/regulation and IT security risks. 9. Manage change of sourcing environments Businesses grow, merge, change focus, etc. over time as well as technology and service markets change. The sourcing initiatives must be continuously reviewed and updated according to new needs and changed conditions in order to continue to provide value. 10. Measure and evaluate performance The ongoing measurement and evaluation of the organization’s and service provider’s performance is necessary to keep focus on the effective and efficient service provision and business alignment.



5.2 Industry best practices In order for developing a successful set of best practices, it is needed to observe other countries experiences. This section introduces three different countries experiences with best practices.



5.2.1 Sourcing strategy Decision of sourcing strategy and areas depends on the organizational sourcing experience and capabilities. Below are three examples of focus: Never done sourcing before: Chose a conservative strategy and chose only low-risk sourcing areas to begin with. Focus on improving the organizational sourcing capabilities and establishing sourcing management disciplines. Seek advise from experienced sourcing people, e.g. partner organizations or external consultants. Some IT outsourcing experience: Build on existing relationships to build effective and capable sourcing governance. Use the opportunity to revise or formalize the sourcing strategy based on the outsourcing experiences. Focus on involving business functions and consider to expand the sourcing IT best practices to non-complex business processes and services. Sourcing professionals: The sourcing strategy is or should be part of the overall business strategy to supply superior business competitiveness. Areas of sourcing should continuously be evaluated and include both business and IT domains. Monitor the service provider market as increasing globalization and consolidation of service providers create new opportunities to take advantage of. Risk management becomes increasingly important. In addition, do not §



seek to outsource problems – they will only get worse. Instead, make sure that e.g. technical problems in infrastructure or applications are solved prior to outsourcing the operations of them to a service provider. This will enable the possibility of successful outsourcing.



§



let time pressure impact on your sourcing decisions – this may lead to wrong decisions. Instead, make sure that you have the time to carry out the analysis and
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5.2.2 UK National Health Services: Finance and accounting services Source: Gartner and Xansa In 2004 the UK Department of health initiated a 50/50 joint venture with the service provider Xansa to provide finance and accounting services to UK national healthcare organizations. The agreement came as one of the results of National Health Services (NHS) reforms that demanded e.g. “payment by results” and thus increased focus on financial management. As well, an independent review (the Gershon Report) had highlighted the need to improve efficiency and reduce administrative costs across the U.K. public sector. The NHS initiative of setting up two regional shared service centres to centralize finance and accounting services originally started in 2002 as a pilot project before developing to the joint venture with Xansa. Xansa provides management, commercial and delivery skills. It took over existing 270 staff. The objectives includes saving 20% on operating cost for finance and accounting services. Xansa claims that NHS will be able to save £224 million over 10 years which could then be spend on better patient care. As the engagement is relatively new, there are not yet any proven results of the sourcing relationship. For more information, check these websites: www.xansa.com/shared/casestudies/nhs-shared-business-services/ www.sbs.nhs.uk/index.html www.gartner.com



5.2.3 Danish Ministry of Science and Technology: Sourcing strategy5 In a publication from The Ministry of Finance for the effective carrying out of tasks of §



Operations and service of IT and telecommunication systems is an immediate potential area suitable for sourcing



§



Development of IT programs and systems is a principle potential area suitable for sourcing



Even though the areas are potentially suitable, it does not necessarily mean that sourcing has to be carried out. There may be different reasons for not sourcing a potential area, for example if a control tender shows that it is not economically feasible.



5



Extract from ‘Template for an IT strategy for a ministry’ from the Danish Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation. It is used to guide ministries how to develop IT and sourcing strategies, thus focus is put on IT tasks/services sourcing. Translated from (no responsibility): §



http://videnskabsministeriet.dk/site/forside/publikationer/2004/skabelon-for-en-it-strategi-for-et-ministeromraade--en-v/html/chapter07.htm



§



http://videnskabsministeriet.dk/site/forside/publikationer/2004/skabelon-for-en-it-strategi-for-et-ministeromraade--en-v/html/chapter14.htm
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Internal IT department (integrated part of the agency)



§



Separate IT function / Group IT (typically with separate budget and controlled via a service level agreement)



§



Outsourcing of selected functions and services to one or more service providers



§



100% outsourcing of the IT function either to a single service provider or to a main service provider with subcontractors



When evaluating how tasks should be organized and if they are suitable for souring, several parameters should be considered: §



Can the tasks be described in a requirements specification?



§



Has similar sourcing and tenders been carried out – and with success?



§



Can the cost be reduced and the efficiency increased by sourcing?



§



Is there a competition based market for the task?



§



How central are the tasks for the strategic objectives?



§



What impact will a sourcing agreement have on the agency’s ability to adjust the work processes to new formal of political requirements?



§



What are competence pros and cons?



Main parameters in a sourcing strategy



Cost and efficiency



Placing of IT tasks (sourcing)



Competencies versus capabilities (internal versus external)



Impact on work processes (core tasks versus supporting tasks)



Strategic impact (e.g. IT architecture) Tender and market opportunities



Figure 12 - Main parameters in a sourcing strategy



Decisions about sourcing a function or a service is not just a question about reducing cost and improve efficiency. The acknowledgement of the ministry to concentrates its internal IT competencies on development oriented tasks, IT and service provider management rather than IT technical competencies related to operations and deployment of IT systems. When there are significant shifts in where tasks are placed, there will be an according shift in the competences needed. If large parts of the operations are sourced to an external service provider, this means the need for focus on vendor and contract management and thus, the necessary competencies to carry out this task. The relation between sourcing and competencies is described in appendix II.
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing An assessment/analysis of the organization’s capabilities is one of the parameters that can impact on an organization’s decision of who will be the best to carry out a task. Thus, strategic objectives or economic necessities can be basis of deciding whether a given capability should be developed, maintained or even abolished in the internal organization. The most commonly used model is a mix of internal and external sourcing and typically by using several independent service providers. Sourcing of tasks typically has the following general consequences: §



Increased possibilities: It will possible to chose the vendor which is considered best for carrying out the tasks



§



Improved reactivity, flexibility and scalability: Through effective contract management it will be possible to continuously adjust the tasks and achieve better reactivity, flexibility and scalability without staff and competency constraints.



§



Potential issues with IT architecture: It will become an increased challenge to use and continuously develop an integrated IT architecture, when this has to be carried out with external partners.



§



Effective contract management is decisive for success: There is a risk that the individual service providers act as separate silos since the contracts are the central management tools. This goes for changes in tasks and for the management of responsibilities and risks. It may develop to be a constraint for the ongoing adjustment to business demands and strategic prioritization.



Model to illustrate the relation between competencies and sourcing strategy The model below shows the decision process in a high level. For every IT system and related business processes



Is the competency important to realize the ministry’s mission or IT vision?



Yes



Is it more advantageous* to have the competency in-house than to source it? Yes No



Can a critical mass be established for this competency? Yes



No



No Strategic alliance



Strategic competence



”Key partners”



”Core acitvity” ”Core competence” Strategic sourcing



Secondary competence



Secondary sourcing



”Key vendors” * In this assessment the frequency of using the competency, how easy it is to describe, etc. should also be included
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5.2.4 Italian Ministry of Economy and Finance: Sourcing strategy6 In 1997, two Italian ministries were unified in a single "Ministry of the Economy" while many of Italy's challenges (e.g., European monetary union participation and administrative decentralization) were directly related to this ministry's competencies and responsibilities (see Figure 15). The ministry identified IT as a basic instrument to support its "change phase," while improving the efficiency of its operations and the quality of its results, as well as reducing its overall cost to the community. Owing to independent IT purchasing decisions made throughout the previous 30 years, the legacy IT status of the ministry comprises many independent custom information systems, one managed in a 30-year old full outsourcing contract (1) and others managed in-house with extensive vendor help (2). In addition to the challenge of rationalizing the legacy information systems on these different platforms, the ministry must deal with the IT application problems that typically face Italian public administration departments, including: §



Italian legislation is highly complex and volatile; therefore, applications are complex and their maintenance is intensive.



§



Information systems often are not upgraded in terms of architectures, technologies or new functions.



§



Public administration has always had difficulties in recruiting, training and retaining skilled IT people.



§



To answer those tough challenges, a new role was defined by law. It was a new agency, fully owned by the ministry and with a private company structure, to be the administration's IT service provider (In-sourcing) (3). The name of this company is Consip.



6



Gartner Research: Sourcing Strategies: Relationship Models and Case Studies, 7 February 2003 (R-18-9925, C. Da Rold, T. Berg
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Figure 14 - Case Study: Italian Government



Consip was asked to provide the ministry with the following: §



A unitary structure for implementation and delivery



§



A unique technical interface as the guarantor for technical, functional and architectural integration



§



Projects and services requested by the administration, mostly via ESPs7 or — in some case — directly



Consip's startup management included managers and technical people from major IT services and outsourcing providers in Italy. This composition addresses the inherent skill problems in public administration, and it ensured that Consip started with the competencies needed to undertake its challenges. During its evolution, Consip avoided becoming a classic insourcer (full service provider), specializing instead on covering the higher value activities and leveraging (though tenders) the external service market, thereby going into the multisourcing market (4). The final position in the sourcing strategy market for Consip is in the BSCo area (i.e., it still directly manages part of the centralized IT services) very near to the prime contractor model (5). More details on this case have been published in a case study/forecast on Consip (see "Italian Public Administration IT Management: Consip," COM-04-8722, 10 September 1998), which was produced at the very beginning of Consip's life in September 1998. After completing its initial mission — and keeping the new services updated — Consip was requested to build an e-procurement system for the whole Public Administration in Italy. This initiative has been carried out successfully (see "Italy Brings Electronic Public Procurement Down to Earth," CS-13-5193, 15 May 2001). With this move, Consip has completed the evolution into a BSCo of the prime contractor type, delivering IT services (to the Ministry) and BP services (i.e., a significant part of the procurement process for the Italian Public Administration organizations). 7



ESP: External Service Provider
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6 Appendices 6.1 Appendix I: Determining total sourcing costs8 In an effort to determine the total cost of sourcing, enterprises often end up with inadequate financial cost analyses because they do not include all the costs that are associated with sourcing. Many enterprises focus on the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of their IT services when making sourcing decisions. This is a good start for the financial analysis, because a large part of the costs associated with sourcing are operational costs. Making a sourcing decision based on TCO alone, however, is inadequate. A sourcing decision is not just about TCO. There are more costs involved. Without analyzing and including these other costs in your analysis, the financial consequences of your sourcing decision will be unclear and incomplete. This can be avoided by focusing on the total cost of sourcing.



Total Cost of Sourcing Model The total cost of sourcing model provides a framework that describes all possible costs for sourcing decisions. It has six cost components: • Ongoing costs • Team costs (internal) • Tactical project costs • Transition costs • Transfer costs • Transformation costs The first and largest component refers to the ongoing costs of the IT services. The other five cost components, which all begin with the letter T, can be grouped as "T costs." Most T costs will occur in the first year of a deal, but they can also occur later in times of change. For example, in the U.S., T costs can range from between 15 percent and 37 percent of the first-year deal value. In Europe, because of stricter labor laws, the T costs could be higher, because of additional costs for Human Resources (HR) alignment (transfer costs). We look at each of the six total cost of sourcing components individually: Ongoing Costs The ongoing costs include all operational costs or the price an enterprise has to pay for its daytoday IT service delivery. These costs occur on an ongoing basis. Most organizations define their operational costs for IT infrastructure using TCO. TCO includes all fully burdened costs on hardware and software/licenses, personnel, disaster recovery and occupancy. It also includes all operational changes. Although TCO is widely used, it does not contain all costs that need to be included in the ongoing cost of the total cost of sourcing framework. TCO does not include the cost of capital and corporate overhead for HR and finance support. If the services are delivered offshore, then you must factor in additional costs for communications and travel. The type of services you are considering also may carry additional costs. For business process outsourcing, for example, an organization would need to collect all fully burdened costs associated with the delivery of the process, including operational changes.



8



This section is quoted from Gartner’s “How to Build the Sourcing Business Case” (2006) describes best practice for categorizing total cost of sourcing to be used in e.g. the building of a business case.”
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Team Costs These costs include an internal team to manage the delivery of IT services, whether from an internal or external organization. The team governs the relationship with internal stakeholders and a possible External Service Provider (ESP), and it must handle internal chargeback of costs. The costs associated with this internal team are an important element in the total cost of sourcing framework (see "The Right Retained Team Is Critical for Successful Outsourcing"). Tactical Project Costs These costs include expenses incurred to study the sourcing decision, mostly the costs of employees who do the work. If the sourcing decision results in a switch of service providers, then the project will need to continue until the new service provider has been selected. This could take more than a year and would include project activities around the selection of possible vendors, drafting contracts, service schedules and negotiation. Most organizations need external help on their sourcing project, because they have little experience making these kinds of decisions. This could include costs for external advice in the area of legal (contract), consultants and HR. Transition Costs These are costs related to moving the IT service from the current delivery organization to the new delivery organization. Transition costs are not limited to moving hardware from one location to another. They also include all costs needed to move a service to the new provider's delivery model and relationship model. Transition costs include projects for the movement of staff, the handing over of delivery processes and the migration to new delivery models. Transition costs are inclusive of costs for the organization and it is ESP. Transfer Costs Through a sourcing decision, ownership of assets and staff could change. The movement of assets and staff from one balance sheet to another will result in additional costs. Transfer costs are costs related to managing the balance sheet and relate directly to due diligence. There are four major transfer costs. • Legal costs: Legal support is advisable when changing ownership. • Exit costs: If current contracts need to be ended, then this could result in exit costs. Future exit costs also need to be included. • Write-off costs: When assets are transferred to the new provider at a price that is below the book value, this will result in a direct write-off and has immediate effects on the profit and loss statement. • HR alignment: If staff is transferred, then this could result in costs for securing pension rights, severance payments, salaries and benefits, and any additional training. These costs can be substantial, especially in Europe and Latin America. Transformation Costs In most cases, the main reason for changing service providers is to improve the quality or cost of the delivery of IT services. The investments required to improve or change major business and IT operations are defined as transformation costs. Examples include lower costs through data center consolidation or desktop standardization, or improvements to service levels. Transformation costs include costs for the organization and it is ESP.
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6.2 Appendix II: Sourcing pricing models9 Various pricing models exist when it comes to a sourcing agreement. For each pricing model, the risk to clients and ESPs is listed when the model is appropriately used (as identified in the "best use" section). If the model used does not suit the requirements and business needs, the risk level will change. The eight most commonly used pricing models include:



Time and Materials (T&M): The ESP is paid for the labor supplied at negotiated labor rates (such as hourly, daily or monthly), based on supplying appropriate skills for the work to be performed or meeting pre-specified deliverables, milestones, schedules or service levels. The ESP is reimbursed for the cost for materials used or other costs incurred, such as travel expenses. Best use: When organizations need to obtain essential resources, can accurately estimate the work effort (in terms of resource requirements), manage project schedules and expect that scope or project requirements likely will change. ESPs will bid T&M contracts based on scale, level of effort and duration of the project. Short-term T&M contracts will generally be premium-priced, because they usually are for project work, with little commitment to an ongoing relationship between the client and the ESP. Pricing risk to clients: Medium to high Pricing risk to ESPs: Low Successful Example: §



Desktop Managed Services — Install, move, add, and change (IMAC) when volume, locations and requirements are unknown



§



Project Work — When requirements will change, weak change management processes



Fixed Price: The ESP is paid a fixed amount, in preset periodic increments or at the completion of the project. Fixed-price contracts often will include performance-based penalties and incentives to ensure that specified service levels are met. These penalties and incentives will drive the desired ESP behavior. Best Use: When organizations need to control their costs and obtain predictable prices, have a well-defined, fixed scope of work and stable requirements, and can define measurable service levels and success criteria. The organization must also understand that it is trading off some flexibility in market-based pricing shifts to ensure predictability. To agree to a fixed-price contract, an ESP is locking in a price for services based on the confidence that it can accurately scope the level of work effort. Unstable environments or ones without reliable performance metrics are difficult for ESPs to price as fixed-price deals. Pricing risk to clients: Low to medium Pricing Risk to ESPs: High Successful Example: §



Desktop Managed Services — All facets of desktop services (break/fix, IMACs, and so on)



§



Data Centre — All areas



Cost Plus: The ESP is paid a base fee for the actual cost of doing the work, plus an additional prenegotiated profit margin. In the cost-plus model, the ESP has no incentive to reduce costs, so a cost-plus pricing model should be enhanced with incentive-based terms. Best use: When organizations cannot clearly define the work effort, and when they need to develop their true costs, obtain essential resources and anticipate that their requirements will change. ESPs favor a cost-plus pricing model because they receive a pre-negotiated margin for the work performed. Pricing risk to clients: Medium 9



This section is quoted from Gartner’s “Common Pricing Models and Best-Use Cases for IT Services and Outsourcing Contracts” and “Pricing models for IT Services and Outsourcing contracts” (2005) that describe commonly used pricing models with their use and risks for client and the external service provider (ESP).
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Data Center — Facility management arrangement (service provider manages client's assets at client's facilities) with the expectation of fixing pricing, once requirements and costs are known



Open-Book Pricing: The ESP is paid based on the actual cost of service delivery plus a renegotiated profit margin. This model is similar to the cost-plus pricing model, except that the client has full disclosure of financials for the engagement. Best use: When organizations need to develop their true costs and obtain essential resources, and anticipate that requirements will change. In addition, this model is best used when organizations want the flexibility to convert to another pricing model once they obtain the true costs, and when they need visibility into the ESP's financials for engagement. Pricing risk to clients: Low Pricing risk to ESPs: Low, as long as the company's contract management processes support full disclosure of financials Successful Example: §



Data Center — Facility management arrangement (same as cost-plus), but client needs visibility into service provider financials, for example, in certain government contracts



Unit-Based/Usage-Based: The ESP is paid for each service unit or service transaction, which is based on output or consumption. Unit-based/usage-based pricing may be specified as the number of users, workload volumes, device counts, capacity, transactions or incidents, for example. This pricing approach accommodates fluctuations in service output or consumption. Typically, a base fee is applied within specified bands for output or consumption, with a negotiated increase or decrease in price as the unit or usage goes above or falls below the baseline. This model is sometimes called "fee for service." Unit-based/usage-based pricing is also the standard for new computing models, such as infrastructure, application or business process utility. Best use: When organizations have accurate baselines, well-defined requirements that are expected to be stable over time, and well-defined, measurable service levels. This model also is a good choice when the client needs to accommodate fluctuations in service output or consumption with predictable service levels and costs. In this type of contract, the ESP's ability to deliver profitably is tied to volume and scale, so ESPs favor unit-based/usage-based pricing for services that are, or can become, standardized, and when the services are transaction-intensive and demand-driven. Pricing risk to clients: Low Pricing risk to ESPs: Medium Successful Example: §



Storage Utility — Where the service provider uses a provider-developed standard solution and uses a "meter" to record consumption



Incentive-Based: The ESP receives a base fee for service, and the potential for a bonus if it achieves performance goals, such as reduced cost of service or early completion of a project. The incentive should be tied to business value achieved by the ESP. If business value cannot be measured, this model should not be used. This model is sometimes used with a T&M or cost-plus pricing model, where an incentive fee is applied above the actual costs, plus the negotiated profit margin. Best use: When organizations need to obtain essential resources for engagements that are tied to high-priority business objectives. It is also best when the organization can clearly define requirements and success criteria that can be measured objectively to determine whether an incentive payment is warranted. Pricing risk to clients: Medium Pricing risk to ESPs: High Successful Example:
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IT Consulting Projects — Where the true business value can be linked to the project, such as percentage of increased revenue for early project completion



Shared Risk/Shared Reward: The ESP and the client share in the upfront costs of the development of the service or solution, and share in the downstream revenue generated by the new product or service. The mechanisms for sharing upfront costs vary. A typical scenario may be that the client provides intellectual property (such as expert resources) at no cost to the project, and the ESP is compensated at a reduced labor rate, or for only a certain percentage of the resources applied to the project. The level of upfront investment is negotiated and then used to determine the level of return on investment. Best use: When organizations have a culture and internal governance that support partnering with an ESP, and is willing to share the upside or downside potential of the deal. This model also is a good choice when the client needs to innovate with low upfront costs, has material value to contribute to the initiative, and can jointly develop and accept a strong business case with the ESP. Because this type of contract requires true partnering, it is imperative that each organization has an executive sponsor. Pricing risk to clients: High Pricing risk to ESPs: High Successful Example: §



Industry Vertical Point Solution — Where client has unique IP, and provider has sales channel, both contribute resources and share material costs, 50/50 split for defined period of time



Gain Sharing/Business-Benefits-Based: The ESP is paid in proportion to the business value generated by the project or service, such as a percentage of increased profit or reduced operating expenses. The mechanisms for paying the ESP vary, but generally payment is made in one lump sum when the result is achieved, or over a short period of time so that the ESP can recoup its investment. Best use: When organizations have accurate baselines, well-defined, measurable service levels and performance goals, and are willing to accept the ESP's solution to meet the requirements, want to pay only for bottom-line results and can fulfill their commitments to share the gains or business benefits generated. Pricing risk to clients: Medium Pricing risk to ESPs: High Successful Example: §



Industry Vertical Point Solution — Where the client engages the provider to implement a new solution and agrees to pay "X" percentage of the reduction in operating costs in four quarterly payments
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6.3 Appendix III: Input for requirements specification In order to define a set of complete requirements to address all of the needed points to develop a relevant RFP, below is a description of the technical and quality requirement inputs.



6.3.1 Technical requirements input The following set of vital points can be used as a checklist for the information to be included in the technical description of an RFP on facility management and basic operation of IT infrastructure: §



Short description of the application to be outsourced. The nature of the application services (i.e. read only/read-write, mission critical). Integration to other systems/external parties and databases, if any.



§



Specification of the hardware to be outsourced. The type and configuration of the equipment. The various environments for production, test and development, where applies. Description of the commercial terms if the hardware is licensed or the ownership should be transferred to the bidding party.



§



Basic software, which is to be outsourced. Type of software, release, edition and number of licenses10. Commercial agreements on software that affects the bidders’ calculation.



§



Room (e.g. locked/unlocked) and facilities (e.g. power supply)



§



Network bandwidth requirements for operation



§



Installation procedure documentation for the application



§



Operational support documentation for the application.



If application support is part of the outsourced services, then the issues to be specified extends with the following: §



Overview documentation of the application



§



Functional design description of the application



§



Technical design documentation of the application



§



Database design (logical and physical)



§



Design handbook, i.e. documentation describing how new services/modules should be added to the application, in accordance to the design patterns under which the application was developed.



§



Style guide for the GUI



§



Backlog for requested application changes or add-ons.



6.3.2 Quality requirements input To secure a sufficient application response time, security and service response time, the following points should be addressed in the RFP:



10



§



The primary timeframe for operations. This could be 24/7 around the year or during normal office hours, depending on the type of application and usage.



§



The secondary timeframe for operations. i.e. a timeframe (if any) during which the application still should be available to the users, but where the availability



The basis for the license should also be specified, e.g. if the license is CPU or user based.
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing requirements are less than during the primary timeframe (e.g. after office hours for office applications). Having a secondary operation timeframe can in some cases reduce the overall cost, by reducing the response time requirements on the contractor, in the event of breakdown. This has a direct effect on the contractor’s resource allocation and thus the bottom line in the contract economy. §



The availability requirements in the primary and secondary operation timeframe, defined as the uptime percentage of the application (as perceived by the user) per calendar month. The uptime is seldom less than 98% in the primary operation timeframe. Note that an uptime of 99% or above normally requires a redundant setup of servers, which of course adds to the costs.



§



The maximum downtime per incident in case of breakdown. This parameter applies to mission critical systems, where the client cannot afford a longer period of downtime. This requirement implies that there should be, at least, a passively redundant set-up of servers to be activated in the event of breakdown. The maximum downtime parameter can never be guaranteed with a non-redundant set-up, since the time required for repair can never be guaranteed.



§



The response time for repair in the event of breakdown. This normally applies to nonredundant set-ups, where the availability is directly dependant on how fast the contractor will respond to breakdowns. Normally this parameter is also used to maintain sufficient attention to breakdown in the primary server set-up, in a redundant server configuration (e.g. what hap-pens to the availability if the second line of servers breaks down before the first line has been repaired?)



§



Requirements on application response time, as perceived by a LAN user . These requirements are often divided into read-only response time and write/update response time, where adding and modifying data requires additional processing time.



§



General service window, during which planned system service/downtime is allowed to occur. For 24/7 mission critical systems this would mean a switch from the first line of servers to the redundant second line. For normal office hour system, this would mean that the system might unavailable during certain hours every week or month, outside the primary operation timeframe.
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6.4 Appendix IV: Sourcing SLAs The Service Level Agreement (SLA) is an important component in any IT solution and this section shows the contents and metrics that need to be defined in order to have a sound SLA.



6.4.1 SLA content As a minimum a sourcing SLA should include: §



A simple description of the service and the deliverables



§



Service levels



§



Service availability, security and continuity targets



§



Measurement metrics basis: Data, formula, reporting formats and period



§



Penalties and bonuses as applicable



§



Escalation procedures



§



Client and service provider responsibilities



§



Critical business periods and exceptions (holidays, escalation, etc.).



6.4.2 Setting SLA metrics The SLA metrics should be carefully chosen and should enable the parties to: §



Measure the right performance characteristics to ensure that the client is receiving its required level of service and that the service provider is achieving an acceptable level of profitability



§



Easily collect data basis without a costly overhead



It should be easy to determine “good” from “bad” service and allow service providers a fair chance to satisfy the client. Metrics must always be customized to the sourcing situation; metrics that work effectively in one situation may be ineffective, inaccurate, too costly, or drive the wrong behavior in another. Bad metrics will result in difficulty in enforcing the SLA. The choosing of metrics is complicated by the possibility of many metrics, but a good approach and common sense can help choosing the right metrics for the situation: §



Metrics must be derived from business requirements Identify the business processes and requirements that are dependent on the particular service, set, and prioritize metrics accordingly. Make sure not to set metrics based on temporarily problems.



§



Choose metrics that drives the right behavior The goal of any metric is to drive client and service providers to deliver a desired performance. Thus, metrics should obviously support this. When setting metrics, a first step should be to consider the behavior that is desired and then be followed by performance metric definition. A double check should be done by imagining all actions the service provider would seek to do to reach the



§



Metrics must be measurable To avoid any dispute and room for personal interpretations, metrics must be measurable. Thus, avoid for example terms like delivery in a “timely” or “reasonable” manner.
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Make sure that the metrics are within service provider’s control If metrics are not in the full control of the service provider, the risk of disputes and non-performance is increasingly high. If the performance metric is dependant on client actions, then separate sub metrics should be set to measure the clients' performance separately.



§



Metrics data must be easy to collect Ideally data for all metrics should be collected automatically and the manual compilation of data for reporting should be limited to a minimum. Cost of collecting and compiling the data should be aligned with the value of collecting them.



§



Metrics should determine what should be achieved, not how Metrics should not dictate how the service provider carry out the service, but what performances that need to achieved. If the service provider does not have the liberty to determine how services are delivered there is a risk that he will not achieve to do it effectively and to the benefit of both parties.



§



The fewer metrics the better It can be tempting to set as many metrics as possible, reasoning that the more measurement points there are, the more control there will be of the service provider performance. In practice, this rarely works. Chose few, but well-selected metrics that shows the service provider performance on the relevant areas.



§



Set the baseline Choosing the metric is one thing, setting the baseline of levels is another. Unless an organization has historical data to build from, this can be a difficult exercise. Inspiration can be found in analyses from industry analysts regarding specific levels, but this should always be adjusted to the specific context and is often subject to negotiation. As well, organizations should prepare to renegotiate levels after having obtained experience with them.



SLA metric types include: §



Volume of work (for example counts, bandwidth, etc.)



§



Quality of work, for example:



§



§



•



Defect rates (percentage of errors)



•



Standard compliance (how well are the defined standards followed)



•



Technical quality (e.g. quality of application code)



•



Service availability (time frame where services are available)



•



Service satisfaction (the client or user perception of services delivered)



Responsiveness, for example: •



Time-to-implementation (time from request to implementation)



•



Request feedback (time to acknowledge requests)



•



Backlog size (number of requests waiting)



Efficiency, for example: •



Cost efficiency (e.g. cost per call)



•



Staff utilization (e.g. percentage of time spent on support)



•



Number of reworks (number of work products returned to a previous step due to errors or lack of work)
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6.5 V: Sourcing self-assessment This section provides a quick overview of the Gartner self-assessment approach11. The purpose of the self-assessment is to enable organizations to determine their sourcing capabilities. The self-assessment will create awareness of own sourcing capabilities, which should be used in the development of a sustainable and realistic sourcing strategy. An organization may fit into one of four capability quadrants:



Figure 15 - Capability Quadrants



The quadrants can be described as follows (quote):



11



§



Beginner organizations do not have much experience at sourcing and outsourcing. Additionally, their top management doesn't look at sourcing as a powerful management tool or as viable solution to their business problems.



§



Visionary organizations have a strong vision regarding the need to use sourcing as a tool to quickly reduce costs, implement business changes or evolve the business. This vision is normally positioned at the board level or at senior executive level, but for this category of organization, the organization doesn't have in place the experiences and capabilities to execute these changes and deals successfully.



§



Practical organizations have pragmatic experience with engaging ESPs for single projects or service areas, transferring some level of risk and responsibility to providers. What these enterprises and managers usually lack are vision and the ability to make sourcing decisions on a more-strategic, business-oriented level.



§



Masters. Relatively few enterprises have mastered sourcing strategies and their execution. They enjoy a competitive advantage because of it. Enterprises in this quadrant already understand the importance of sourcing, as well the intertwined difficulty of managing internal and external business and IT processes to achieve leading business results.



Source: “Advance Your Sourcing Strategy With Gartner's Self-Assessment Tool”, 7 September 2005
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Best Practices for IT Sourcing The main steps of carrying out the Gartner self-assessment are: 1. Initial evaluation: This is a first evaluation of the organization’s profile ranging from “beginner” to “master” based on a first impression. 2. Detailed evaluation: Starting from the result of the initial evaluation, a detailed analysis is to be carried out. For this purpose, Gartner has developed a questionnaire with scores for each axis in the capability model. The “Sourcing execution experience” axis contains the topics of e.g. vision and sponsorship, company culture, existing sourcing strategy, market awareness and top management awareness. The “Comprehensiveness of sourcing strategy” axis contains topics of e.g. management involvement, service culture, service management and measurement and feedback. The detailed analysis will supply a more precise positioning of the organization. Should there appear to be a large difference between the initial evaluation and the detailed evaluation, this may be a symptom of the sourcing maturity (large difference may mean low awareness of own capabilities) 3. Evaluation of profile and major gaps: Discuss the profile and evaluate where the organization is not positioned well enough compared to business objectives and desired sourcing areas. Gartner provides descriptions about the characteristics for each profile and specific advice to how to develop sourcing capabilities. 4. Development of a prioritized advancement list: Based on the evaluation, an advancement list of initiatives should be created to improve the sourcing capability in the desired areas.



6.6 VI: References and more information The eSourcing Capability Model for Client Organizations (eSCM-CL), v1.1, §



www.itsqc.cmu.edu



§



www.gartner.com



§



www.itil.co.uk



§



www.isaca.org



§



www.clarity-consulting.com



§



www.e.gov.dk/english/egovernment/index.html



§



www.xansa.com
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